
 

 
 
 

Hello there! 
 
This is an excerpt from Plug & Play Blog Posts, available in the Karma 
Store (where you can set your own price!) There are 20 more blog post 
templates in the full package. 
 
I hope you make a most excellent post from this template, and if you 
do, give me a shout-out on Twitter, and I’ll give you a virtual high-five! 
 
- Kris 
 
(PS – Also check out The IttyBiz Freebie Vault! There’s lots of great stuff 
in there.) 

https://ittybiz.com/plug-and-play-blog-posts
https://ittybiz.com/karmastore/
https://ittybiz.com/karmastore/
https://twitter.com/IttyBizKris
https://ittybiz.com/getfreestuff/
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T h e  “ D o  X  W i t h o u t  Y ”  P o s t  
 

 
   

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
These posts function best when your points are as achievable and 
straightforward as possible. You want readers to say “Wow, I might be able to do 
that”, not “That’s functionally impossible for the average person”. If they can walk 
away from your article feeling hope, you’ve done a great job.  
 
An exception exists is if you want take the complicated angle on purpose. If your 
article is on the “weird” or “extreme” ways that people have done X without Y, then 
you can go as wild as you want. Position your piece as how other people have done X 
without Y, reveal the weirdness of it in your headline and introduction, and 
everybody’s happy.  
 
(Easy tip: You can create great posts by picking a “without” item that is something 
everybody thinks, but doesn't say out loud. Sure, you could do "How to run a webinar 
launch without burning out" but you can also do "How to run a webinar launch 
without looking like a total *******.") 
 
These kind of posts are great opportunities to show your breadth of knowledge on a 
topic – you can’t move for articles on how to do X… but how to do X without Y? That 
takes a slightly more experienced individual, and can show empathy and 
understanding.   

In this kind of blog post, you’re taking a positive outcome that people want to achieve 
and talking about how to do it without a common or assumed requirement, side
effect, or downside. How to Eat Healthy Without Depriving Yourself. How To Quit Your 
Job Without Burning Bridges. How To Be Nice (And Not Finish Last).

These posts can be easy to create because they’re concept posts – you don’t actually 
have to describe how to do any one thing in great detail. You acknowledge the thing 
that people want to be avoid, you explain a few ideas on how to avoid it, and give just 
enough detail that it makes sense.

(Incidentally, these posts can be great opportunities for spin-off content – each of 
your main points can become a post of its own later, if you’d like.)
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S i m p l e  P o s t  S t r u c t u r e  
  
 
Introduction 

 
These kinds of posts are typically opened with describing the nature of the 
thing you’re trying to avoid. This can take a few different forms, including: 
 

• A personal story about your struggles and how you were totally 
experiencing the negative issues that you’ll be teaching them to avoid 
 

• A story from someone you know – or a fictional person you’re creating 
for an example 
 

• An empathetic description of how you get how hard it is to do X without 
experiencing Y. 

 
At the end of the introduction, you can just move to the next section, or sum up 
the difficulties people face when trying to do X.  
 

Reversal and/or Promise 
 
In this section, you’re saying one of three things: 
 

• Stop it. (What I usually say.) 
• It would be great to stop this or avoid this  
• It doesn’t have to be this way. 

 
This is a transition zone to set people up for reading a list of items. You’re just 
saying something to indicate you’re going to transition from “X means Y has to 
happen” to “X doesn’t mean Y has to happen.” 
 
One to three paragraphs. Keep it moving. These sections can get really boring 
and heavy-handed, but you can avoid that by simply being brief here. 
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Idea #1 through … ? 
 
One by one, work through your ideas here. Keep in mind that people are 
going to come into your article thinking that they can’t have X without Y 
happening, so you might have to do a little selling of your points here. You’re 
battling assumptions, and assumptions come with resistance. 
 
(If you have anything tangible to back up the validity of your ideas here, 
include it. It will give your post more punch and credibility.) 
 
Number your subheads in this section to make the article more readable. 

 
Wrap-Up 
 

Wrap up here with some version / combination of: 
 

• You see, it’s totally possible. 
• See how other people are doing this? (Best if you have specific 

examples) 
• Now you know your options. 
• You can do this too. 

 
What you want to communicate in this section is how relevant all of your earlier 
points were. This can be short – one to three paragraphs – and performs the 
function of communicating “See? Told you so.” 

 
Optional - Encouragement / Direction / Next Steps 
 

After the wrap-up, you can decide what angle you want to take with your close, 
depending on your goals for the post. You could give encouragement to your 
readers as they work on their own evolution. You could give them specific 
direction (homework, assignments, what order to do things in). You can also 
link them to something else to read or buy. 
 

 
 


